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It is shown that in a scattering theory with averaging the invariance principle 
of M. S. Birman and T. Kato (in its strong form) is always valid. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND KESULT~ 
Let H and Ho be two self-adjoint operators on a separable Hilbert space & 
and let PH and PH, be the orthogonal projections on the spaces of absolute 
continuity for Hand H,, , respectively. The wave operators in the usual scattering 
scattering theory are defined by the strong limits 
when they exist (cf. [l, Chap. X]). Th e invariance principle of M. 5. Birman and 
T. Kato says: If the wave operators W*(H, H,,), W+(g(H), g(H,)) exist and g(h) 
is real-valued and piecewise monotone increasing, with a certain mild smoothness, 
then 
I&, g(Kd) : H’&K Ho). (2) 
It has been proved [2, 31 that the invariance principle is always valid; however, 
the existence of W*(H, Ho) does not imply the existence of W*(g(H),g(H,)), 
in general. The aim of this paper is the proof that in the scattering theory with 
averaging (see [4]) the existence of the Abel wave operator W,*(H, Ho; PHo), 
defined by 
Ji+s (-&) ilffi eift !l(eiHte-iH~tPHo - W,$(H, H,; PHo))u IN2 dt = 0 (3) 
II 
for each u E 9, implies the existence of W,*(g(H),g(H,); PgcHo)) and the 
invariance principle for a class of functions g satisfying the following assumption. 
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ilssumption A. g(X) is a real-valued piecewise monotone increasing absolutely 
continuous function on (- co, co) such that g’(h) = 0 only on a set of Lebesgue 
measure zero. 
More precisely, in Section 2 we prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Let H and HO be two self-adjoint operators on a separable Hilbert 
space 5 and let g(h) satisfy Assumption A. Let PH and PUcHO) be the orthogonal 
projections on the spaces of absolute continuity for Hi and g(H,), respectizlely. Then 
the existence of W;t(H, HO; PHI) implies the existence of W&(H), g(H,,); PrrcHO,) 
and their equality. 
A similar result holds for W,,+ replaced by W,-. Since the existence of W+(H, 
HO) implies the existence of W,+(H, HO; PH,) we obtain as by-product of the 
theorem that the invariance principle in the usual scattering theory (see above) 
is also valid for functions g(h) satisfying Assumption A. This class of functions 
is wider than the class of allowable functions in [l-3]. 
For the proof of the theorem we use two lemmas which we prove in Sections 3 
and 4. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
As in Section 1 let H be a self-adjoint operator on a separable Hilbert space $ 
and let P,, be the orthogonal projection on the space of absolute continuity 
for H. Furthermore, let P,,(d) be the spectral measure of H and let flH be the 
absolutely continuous spectrum of H. The symbol ! d 1 denotes the Lebesgue 
measure of 0. 
First we prove the identity of the subspaces of absolute continuity for Hand 
g(H) if g(X) satisfies Assumption A. It follows from Assumption A that the whole 
interval (-co, ok) can be divided into subintervals d, such that in each open 
subinterval g(X) is a monotone increasing absolutely continuous function with 
g’(h) = 0 only on a set of Lebesgue measure zero. For the proof of PgcH) = PH 
it suffices to show that for each fixed a the operators H, :Y P,(A,)H and 
g(H,) have equal subspaces of absolute continuity. 
By flHfl _C & we have g(H,) = g”(H,) with g”(A) = g(h) on d, and j(h) = 0 
outside of d, . To prove P,, = PscH ) = PscH ) we need only show that from 
, A I = 0 follows / g”(d)/ =“o and l”&‘(O)i =” 0, where &l(A) denotes the 
inverse image of d under the map g’ (see [I, p. 5451). We define the function 
g”-l(/\) by &Q(h)) = h for h C d, and i-l(h) = 0 for h $g(d,). Therefore we 
obtain &l(A) = &r(d) for A C g(A,). S’ mce in each open subinterval of A, , 
g(X) is a strictly increasing absolutely continuous function with g”‘(X) = 0 only 
on a set of Lebesgue measure zero, g’-‘(X) exists and is also an absolutely con- 
tinuous function in each open subinterval of g”(A,) (see [5, p. 3081). From the 
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absolute continuity of g’(h) (g”-‘(X)) inside O.(g’(dJ) and g”(X) :: 0 (g-‘(h) = 0) 
outside d,(g”(d,)) we finally obtain the result that / d / == 0 implies j g”(d)] T= 0 
and j &‘(O)I = / S-l(O)[ = 0. This proves PH,& --: PqcII,J and therefore PH :- 
PdH) . 
Now we suppose that HrAr(H, H,; PH,) exists, i.e., 
.I 
lim E 
t YO J 
e- ct ?(e <Hfe-zH,,rP 
4 
- wA-(H, H,,; PH,,))U )I2 tit = 0 (4) (1 
for each u F $. From the intertwining relation (see [4, Theorem 11) I/I,‘A+tF~ = 
eitHWA+ we find 
with C == (WA+)* - lV,r-L(W,$)* and W,,+$ -= W,,r+PH,& C P,$. 
Then we obtain from (4) and (5) 
I 
. mw. 
lim E 
c-20 ‘” 
e-Et ll eiHtCe-iHtp,u ,2 & =- 0 
for each u E sj. 4nalogous to (5) we easily obtain 
(e 
ioW)$ -ioW,)tpI,o __ wA+)(~fA+)z+ =_ L,i~(H)tce-i”(N)tpH 
From this relation and P,,(, ) : Pw we see that if 0 II 
s 
m 
Jiyo E p-d ll ,idH,tCE-i!dH’tP,U 112 & = () 
0 
for each u E I, then also 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
lim E 
r 
~ e-Ef I,(ei”(H)te-i”‘H”)tpy(No) _ 
<ii-O ‘o 
W/,+(H, Ho; P,,))u I 3 dt -= 0 (8) 
for each u E $. Now we use the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let C be a bounded operator and let g(h) satisfy rlssumption A. If 
J 
lj lim E 
cito o 
e- tt iJ ,iHtCe-iHtPHU I~% dt __ 0 
for each u E J-j, then 
holds for each u E !?J. 
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From Lemma 1 it follows that (6) implies (7) and therefore also (8). Since on 
the other side the existence of 141A+(H, ,; PHO) implies (6) this completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
3. PROOF OF LEMMA 1 
For the proof we use that 
w lim E 
s r-4l o 
t+ I/ CCeiHtP~U 1;’ dt = 0 
is equivalent to 
1 T 
Iim - 
i T-T o 
11 ce-iHtP,,td 11’ dt = 0 (9) 
(see [4, Lemma 21); that is, we show that if (9) holds for each u E 5 then also 
for each u E &. 
$i $ 1’ 11 Ce-ig(H)tPHu jj* dt = 0 
0 
The proof needs several steps. First we reduce the proof of Lemma 1 to the 
special case that 5 = !P([u, b]), H is th e multiplication operator by h, C is a 
nonnegative operator and g(l\) is a monotone increasing absolutely continuous 
function on [aa, b] with g’(X) = 0 only on a set of Lebesgue measure zero. From 
the properties of the functions g(h) satisfying Assumption A we obtain the 
existence of a countable sequence of subspaces !& with the following properties: 
(a) The subspace sj, reduces H. 
(b) The set (Jla $j, is fundamental in PH!$. 
(c) H restricted on Js, is an operator with a simple absolutely continuous 
spectrum un . 
(d) o‘12 is contained in a finite interval d, such that on d,g(h) is a monotone 
increasing absolutely continuous function with g’(h) = 0 only on a set of 
Lebesgue measure zero. 
Now we use that if (9) and (10) hold for a fundamental subset of P&j, then 
(9) and (10) hold for each u E 5. Thus, by properties (a), (b), and(c), it is sufficient 
to show that for every fixed n 
lim J- 
s 
r 
T-m T 
dt (1 C,e-iHtP,p [I2 = 0 for each u E 5jj, 
o 
implies 
lim j- 
T-m T 
dt 11 C,e-ig(N)tP,u /,2 = 0 for each u E $, , 
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where P, is the orthogonal projection on $,, and C, : CP, :. Since we may 
identify 5, with P((TJ C P(A,), H restricted on $5, with the multiplication 
operator by X and C, is distinct from 0 only on g,, , we have found the reduction 
of the proof of Lemma 1 to the aforementioned special case. As the next step 
we show that it suffices to consider operators C, which are orthogonal projections. 
Let C be a nonnegative operator and E(d) be its spectral measure. Then it is 
easy to verify that 
‘% Ii2 dt 
for each E > 0. From these inequalities we obtain that 
iHfU /12 & _ 0 
is equivalent to 
$2 f fT /I E((E, 00)) eciHtu (I2 dt =; 0 for each E J-- 0. 
‘0 
This shows that it suffices to consider operators C which are orthogonal projec- 
tions. 
Thus, in what follows, we can assume that $J = P([a, 6]), H is the multi- 
plication operator by A, C is an orthogonal projection, and g(h) is a monotone 
increasing absolutely continuous function on [a, b] with g’(h) -- 0 only on a set 
of Lebesgue measure zero. 
Furthermore, for the sake of simplicity, we shall assume that [a, b] .-z [0, 27r] 
and g(0) = 0, g(27r) = 27r. Next we consider the vectors vS E 5 and zL, E 5 
defined by 
,,(A) = (l/(2419 e--i*s, (11) 
&(A) z (1/(2~)““)(g’(h)>“/“e-~y(~)~. (12) 
For the vectors 9, we have that the set of the vectors 9S , s = 0, + 1, &2,..., 
forms a complete orthonormal family in P(O,2n) and 
for each f E !P(O, 271). 
From this, (la), and the properties of g(X), we find that the vectors & have 
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similar properties to the vectors pg . That is, the set of the vectors qbS , s = 0, 
fl, k-2,..., forms a complete orthonormal family in P(0, 27r) and 
for eachfe P(0,2~7). 
From the fact that the vectors z,6,, s = 0, $1, &2,..., form a complete 
orthonormal family inL2(0, 27~) and .@‘(*)$&, = $S it is easy to verify that for the 
proof of (lo), for all u E !?J, it is sufficient to prove (10) only for u =: /J,, . To prove 
this we use the following lemma, which is proved in Section 4. 
LEMMA 2. Let g(X) be a real-valued monotone increasing absolutely continuous 
function of2 [0,27;1 with g’(h) = 0 only on a set of Lebesgue measure zero. Then 
fey every E > 0 there exist natural numbers ml , m2 such that for all T > 1 
and introduce the orthogonal projection ci = 1 - C. Then 
By (I 3) and (14) we have 
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Using this we obtain from (17) that 
Furthermore we find from (15), (18) and yt = ~-~H~cJJ~ , Z/Q = e-ig(H)t$O that 
dt jj Ce-iHty, j12 
By (9) we have 
dt /j Ckietyo iI2 
asT-+co. 
Therefore the right side of (19) converges to E as T + co. Since E was arbitrary, 
the left side of (19) goes to 0 as T --f a. This concludes the proof of Lemma I. 
4. PROOF OF LEMMA 2 
We put &(A) FG ((g’(h))‘i2)-l&(h) = ((2,)l/2)-1e-ig(A)t. Then we first prove 
that (15) follows from 
J- T at s s Tn’i-m T o ds l(pi,, 6,);’ 3 1 - 6, -nr’ (20) 
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where m’, n’ are again natural numbers dependent only on E. Let G,(n, m) = 
(-co, -m) u (7% + m, co) and j(h) = (g’(h))lp. Then we must show that if 
for every E > 0 there are numbers n, m E (0, co) which are dependent only on E 
such that 
1 Tdt 
T c I ds ;(% 7 w < E (21) * 0 G+,m) 
for all T > 0, then also 
for all T > 0 and numbers n’, m’ E (0, co) independent of T. 
We consider the Fourier transform P(S) of f(h) x[,,,&A), where xd(X) is the 
characteristic function on the interval A. Then for every E > 0 there is a positive 
number N such that lif^-jv ii2 < ~14 with i,(s) = t(s) x[-,vSN](s). From this 
we find 
1 Tdt 
To s .c 
ds lbs > $tf )I” 
GT(“‘,m’) 
fN(h) is a continuous function and we have max,,BI /-f(X)1 = C < CO. 
n’ow we consider the Fourier transform Jl(s) of &(A) ,[,,,,,(A). By (21) there 
are numbers n’, p E (0, co) such that 
Let #,t(h) be the Fourier transform of Jt(s) x~+,,~)(s) and let #2 = &x[o,2nl - 
#r”. Then we obtain 
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A:e used the fact that the Fourier transform of &lfN has the support D, L 
(-(p + N), Tn’ 2 p t iv). From (23) and (25) we obtain (22) with m’ --- 
p -1 IV. 
Next we show that it suffices to consider functions g(h) with g’(h) continuous 
and 0 < q1 < g’(X) << qa < CXI for all X E [0, 271. From the properties of g(h) 
we obtain that almost everywhere g’(X) > 0 and g’(X) is a measurable almost 
everywhere finite function [5, p. 2371. Then by means of the following theorem 
of K. N. Lusin it can easily be shown that for every S ;- 0 there are continuously a 
differentiable function f&(X) and two positive numbers q1 , qa such that f,‘(h) E 
[ql , qp] andf,(A) + g(X) only on a set of Lebesgue measure 6. 
THEOREM (see [S, p. 1151). Let g(A) b e a measurable almost everywhere jkite 
function on [a, b]. Then there is for each S > 0 a continuous function f8(X) such that 
g(h) f f&V only on a set of Lebesgue measure. 
Therefore we have 
with x8,*(X) .G ((2n)lP-1 ecif@)t and correspondingly 
-4 J’ 
I = dt ‘= 
T w. ds KS 7 $t - xs.tY -7, 
Thus, if (20) is valid for & replaced by xa,t for each 6 > 0 then (20) is also valid 
for & . Thereby, in what follows, we may assume that g’(h) is continuous and 
g’(X) E [ql , qp] on 10, 2~1, where q1 , qa are positive numbers. Next we show that 
for any E > 0 there exists a natural number p such that 
for all T > 0. 
We have 
i 
277 
'0 
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Integration by parts and an elementary computation show that 
1 1 2n 
- --is e-ihseiy(h)t 1 __ 2x 0 
‘? 
(27) 
where ft(s) is the Fourier transform of (2/(2n)l/“) g’(h) eig~A)fx[o,zT](h). It is easy 
to see that s:z ds 1 ft(s)Iz < C < cc for all t. Using this fact we obtain from (27) 
l/InTj 1 
<p-j+pz 
. c I 1 I ln Tl I Tl 
I * T +--. T (28) 
Hence for sufficiently large p and small Tr > 0 the last inequality and 
implies (26). 
Further, we have 
with s’ = s - qt,p’ = p - q, p E (0, ql), and /z(X) = g(h) - 4X. It is immediately 
clear that h(X) is also continuously differentiable and h’(X) E [qr - q,q2 - s] 
with q1 - Q > 0. Therefore, by (26) and (29), for the proof of (20) it suffices to 
show that 
~joTdtj~~~ds~jo~~e-inacih~A~t~~2~0 as T+ co. (30) 
We remark that (30) is an easy consequence of a lemma of Kato [I, p. 5431 
for functions g(h) with g’(h) of bounded variation on [0,2x], continuous, and 
positive. For arbitrary functions g(h) with g’(h) continuous and p0sitk.c the proof 
of (30) is harder. 
We set w,(h) G h - &z(X). Then for CY G 0, w,(h) is a continuousI\, differen- 
tiable function with w&(h) 2 1. This allows us to write 
(31) 
with 01 = t/s. From (3 1) we see that z’,(s) is the Fourier transform of the function 
e,(A)(w~(w,l(x))) -I =- (1 - ~h’(ZLi~l(h)))-‘e,(h), 
where B,(h) is the characteristic function on the interval [wa(0), w,(~T)]. It is 
easy to see that B,(X)(zu&(~;~(h))) 1 is contained in C2(- cc, a) for N L 0 and 
hence its Fourier transform C,(S) is quadratically integrable for all Y < 0. 
Furthermore we find from (31) that z’,(s) is analytic in 01 and s. 
From zla(.) E P- CD, GO) and the analyticity in a and s for 01 < 0 we have that 
is continuous in 01 and x for CI SC 0. l’hus the integral 
exists and converges to 0 as t --f cc;. An elementary computation shows that 
2 .r,= g; J-I*; d>J I 74/y(y)12. 
Therefore we obtain the result that 
for any a > 0. Kow we show that (32) implies (30). We set 
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Then we find from (32) and 0 < K(t) < 1 that 
This proves (30) and concludes the proof of Lemma 2. 
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